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Purpose 

Our works are related to the planning and assistance to manage aortic dissections during 

interventions. Aortic dissection is a life-threatening medical emergency associated with high 

rates of morbidity and mortality. It consists in one or several tears which begin in the intima 

allowing blood to travel through a diseased media layer. This process cleaves the normal bed 

of blood into two lumens (true lumen and false lumen) separated by an intimal membrane also 

called flap (Fig. 1(a)). See Fig. 1(b) and (c) for a 2D slice retrieved from one of our CT 

images. 

Recently, we have proposed a segmentation of the true and false lumens separately on 3D CT 

aortic dissection images [1] (see Tab. 1(b)). Our aim was to provide a 3D view of the lumens 

that we can difficultly obtain either by volume rendering or by another visualization tool 

which only directly gives the outer contour of the aorta; or by other segmentation methods 

because they mainly directly segment either only the outer contour of the aorta or other 

connected arteries and organs both. This segmentation was realized by modifying the speed 

term of the classical fast marching method. More particularly, the front propagation stops 

around intimal tears by dealing with intensity values (gradient). 

Our works consist in registering the segmented results from a CT aortic dissection image onto 

an angiographic sequence in order to assist clinicians during their interventions. An automatic 

lumen distinction allows us to propose a better control for endoprosthesis landing: the stent-

graft trajectory must remain only inside the true lumen and not to pass through the false 

lumen. 

In this paper, we present two indicators to easily distinguish true and false lumens in our 

segmented results. More precisely, these indicators are also based on intensity. 

 

Methods 

Mainly, there exist two types of aortic dissections: Type B when the ascending aorta is not 

dissected, Type A when the ascending aorta is dissected [2]. 

In case of a Type B dissection, the true lumen can be determined in the following way: we 

first consider an image cross-section immediately above the heart showing the two lumens; 

the lumen with smaller cross-sectional area is necessarily the false one, as it ends close to this 

cross-section. However, for patients with Type A dissection, this rule cannot be used. In the 

following, we only consider Type A case. 

Usually, the image intensity is higher in the true lumen. Therefore, we define our first 

indicator (ind1) as the mean intensity of a given segmented lumen. Sometimes, there is no 

significant intensity difference between the two lumens: thus we propose a second indicator 

(ind2) to take into account both the mean intensity and the voxels distribution. This indicator 

is based on Bayesian probability [3]: 

, 

where, P denotes the mean intensity of the current lumen, P1 denotes voxels distribution in the 

current lumen, P2 denotes voxels distribution in the other lumen. All these values belong 

to . 



As far as we know, there is only a single work about lumens distinction: this is Kovács work 

[4] based on cross-sectional area. This method requires the flap segmentation. Flap retrieval is 

difficult due to the small thickness of such membrane and sometimes to the low resolution of 

images. Our indicators computing does not require flap segmentation.  

Note that although calcifications only appear in true lumens; we do not take into account such 

a case because they are not systematic in each dissection. 

 

Results 

Our processing method is constituted of the two following steps: the first one is the classical 

fast marching method to delineate the volume of interest around the aorta (Tab. 1(a)); the 

second one is our adapted fast marching method which allows us to obtain the two separated 

lumens (Tab. 1(b)). In Tab. 1(c) and (d) are given indicators values.  

In these three images, we have the highest intensities values of ind1 for the true lumens, with 

a mean intensity of 219 for a true lumen, 145 for the false one and 74 for the deviation. We 

have the lowest values of ind2 for the true lumen with a mean value of 0.627 for a true lumen, 

0.753 for the false one and 0.126 for the mean deviation. In Tab. 1(f) are given the 3D 

rconstruction of the final results, in blue is rendered the true lumen and in red is rendered the 

false lumen. 

 

Conclusion 

Due to our segmentation of the two lumens separately, it was relatively easy to propose two 

indicators to distinguish lumens. Our future works consists in testing our indicators in a larger 

dataset and also taking into account specific collateral arteries birth. This study will also assist 

clinicians during endoprosthesis landing by a registration of this distinction onto angiographic 

sequences. 
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(a)                             (b)                                            (c) 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of an aortic dissection [5], (b) 2D grayscale slice without 

tear, (c) 2D grayscale slice with one tear (white arrow); T means true lumen, F means false 

lumen. 
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Tab. 1. Segmentation results and indicator values for our CT aortic dissection images.  
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